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Notes / Special Instructions: Although this release and future releases 

may contain work related to FHIR Transfer of Care, this functionality is 

not yet currently available. 

 

    

         

  

This release contains the following items: 
 

    

         

API     

JIRA ID SN/SF 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-3729 21719974 Defect Date format remove: 
YYYYMMDD 

A P1 defect was raised after a release of 
122 which added validation to date format. 
Due to numerous customers using different 
formats, the validation was removed 
allowing the continuation of document flow. 

D10-3308 N/A Bug API Audit for DC02 errors 
does not show ODS code 

In the API audit logs for DC02 errors, the 
errors did not hold the ODS code for the 
recipient organisation. These errors have 
now been changed to capture the recipient 
OSD used to post. 

 

Console     

JIRA ID SN/SF 
Ref 

Type Title Description 

D10-3688 N/A Bug Support Portal URL 
incorrect 

After the internal move from Service Now 
to Salesforce, the support portal option on 
the Connect console was pointing towards 
the old customer portal. This has now been 
updated to the correct Salesforce URL 
(https://customers.advancedcomputersoftware.c

om/s/) 

D10-2597 21705078 Defect Document count tiles not 
working 

When clicking on the document count tiles 
in the Connect console, the documents list 
should filter based on the tile selected. 
This was not the case and instead did not 
filter the documents list at all. A fix has now 
been applied which fixes the document 
count tile filter and should now work as 
expected. 

D10-3375 N/A Story Change document export to 
export “Person” and not 
console source user ID 

A recent change was made to the 
document export which added a “Person” 
column however this was actually showing 
the source user ID instead of “Person” 
from the document metadata. A change 
has now been made to amend this column. 

https://customers.advancedcomputersoftware.com/s/
https://customers.advancedcomputersoftware.com/s/


D10-3285 N/A Bug Sender Consumer access 
type filter not required 

Sender consumers only have one access 
type and do not need the “Access Type” 
filter/ This filter has now been removed for 
sender consumers. 

 

Infrastructure     

JIRA ID SN/SF Ref Type Title Description 

D10-3724 21718688 Defect ConnectBot: Documents 
not being moved to 
Exceptions folder 

An issue was found when the NHS mail 
collections were running. When a 
document was collected and subsequently 
failed to convert, the email should have 
been moved to the sites Exception folder 
on the NHS mail account. A fix has now 
been added which marks any conversion 
failed documents as “Rejected on Hold” 
and the email is moved to the Exceptions 
folder as expected. 

 


